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CCNA is a long topic to talk about and there are many tips that can help you save much time when sitting in
the exam hall. From the comments here and information from other places, this article tries to summarize all
the CCNA frequently asked questions to save you some time.
CCNA Training Â» CCNA FAQs & Tips - 9tut.com
Today I passed with 975, if u want to pass just read this web site. 80% of my questions were either word for
word from this site, or they were in the exact same format with numbers changed.
ICND1 & ICND2 Â» Share your ICND1 Experience
HI all ; I took exam today 8-31-2016 and I Passed ICND1 exam . 897/1000 .The Sim was similar to this one
that shows here ( about router and Switch Secuirty) . so read it carefully .
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